
Stanford Embark
A new virtual companion for entrepreneurs.  
Please visit http://startup.stanford.edu to learn more and 
join this new entrepreneurship community today!

WHAT IS STANFORD EMBARK?

Stanford Embark is a carefully curated compilation of online tools 
that walk you through step-by-step on how to become an 
entrepreneur, start your own business, or fine tune your current 
venture. In working with thousands of founders from all over the 
world, Stanford faculty have devised a set of questions, steps, and 
tools to develop and hone your business idea. If you’ve ever had 
dreams of becoming a founder but weren’t sure how to start, or if 
you’ve launched a venture and are running into challenges, 
Stanford Embark will guide you through the process and provide 
you with proven frameworks for your entrepreneurial journey.

WHY TRY STANFORD EMBARK?

Have a great idea but not sure what to do about it? Dream about 
new and better ways to do things, create change, or found a 
startup… but don’t know where to start? Not sure where to find 
resources you can trust and how to turn your idea into a tangible 
business plan or startup canvas?

Stanford Embark is the answer. Drawing on their experiences 
working with thousands of entrepreneurs from all over the world, 
our faculty designed Stanford Embark to be a virtual mentor, 
companion, and guide to help you get going. Stanford Embark will 
break down entrepreneurship into a series of questions and steps 
and put proven tools and guidance at your fingertips. We’ll walk 
you through the big steps, and the small ones, to get your idea off 
the ground and turn it into reality!

WHO IS STANFORD EMBARK FOR?

• Entrepreneurs just starting their ventures, established Founders 
looking to pivot, develop a new product or enter a new market, 
and those with questions or facing challenges

• Professionals who want to make the leap to Founder

IS STANFORD EMBARK LIKE A CLASS WITH A START AND 
END DATE?

Stanford Embark is the first of its kind. Because we designed 
Embark to be a virtual companion for your entrepreneurial journey, 
you can start and become a member of this community whenever 
you need it. Stanford Embark is very different from an online 
course with assignments and completion dates — use our content 
as you need it to propel your startup journey.

DOES STANFORD EMBARK PROVIDE A CERTIFICATE? 

Stanford Embark is focused on helping entrepreneurs solve their 
real-time issues and questions.  Instead of earning a certificate, 
members build their own customized Startup Canvas so they can 
apply what they are learning directly to their idea or venture. Use 
your Startup Canvas to meet with mentors and investors, apply to 
incubators or accelerators, and demonstrate that you have done 
your research and validated your business idea.  

WHAT ADDITIONAL MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS DOES 
STANFORD EMBARK OFFER?

• Live Sessions with Faculty & Guest Speakers

• Founders & Frameworks, new content added quarterly

• Member Forum (Coming Soon!)
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HOW DO I GET STARTED WITH STANFORD EMBARK?

The good news is that there are several ways to get started and no 
ways are wrong. Visit http://startup.stanford.edu today, click “Join 
Now” and when you have your login information, click on “Getting 
Started” within Embark.  Take a quick assessment to get feedback 
about where you are and what next steps to prioritize. If you 
already think you know which next steps are best for your venture, 
dive into whichever essential task appeals to you. No matter how 
you start, we’ll help you build and strengthen your customized 
Startup Canvas.

CAN YOU GIVE ME AN ESTIMATE OF HOW MUCH TIME IT 
WILL TAKE ME TO BUILD MY STARTUP CANVAS?

While the content in each Stanford Embark section may take only 
an hour or two to go through, the fieldwork tasks (i.e., interviewing 
customers, devise a prototype) vary widely. They depend on your 
idea, how many people you talk to and how easy or difficult it is to 
find them, and what kind of prototype you are developing. What we 
recommend is that you do not rush. By putting in whatever amount 
of time you need now, early in your entrepreneurship journey, you 
will save considerable time, money, and energy down the road. 
Stanford Embark will be with you every step of the way!

WHAT ARE FOUNDERS SAYING ABOUT STANFORD EMBARK?

“I’ve used Stanford Embark for a week 
and I am already feeling more clarity in 
my thinking. I particularly like the self-
assessment as it helped me structure 
my thoughts and be more focused. 
Stanford Embark helps me understand 
my deliverables and outcomes — unlike 
many other courses or platforms, it 
compels you to take action.”

Hafi R.  |  Co-founder of  Fairbanc

“Stanford Embark helped me figure out 
how to find my target customers. It 
showed me how to ask the right 
questions and guided me in how to 
build relationships and rapport with my 
audience.”

Tiffany S.  |  Transformational Success Coach
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